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Introduction

The Challenge

Reflections

4% of the light energy
is reflected off the
outer glass surface

Dirt

10 to 50% of the 
electrical output 
can be lost to dust.

Ice

Ice accumulation 
results in 1-10% 
lost power. 

Dust that accumulates on the solar cover glass of a PV module 

scatters light, thereby reducing energy output and necessitating 

periodic cleaning. 

Soiling of cover glass causes a substantial loss of electrical output
from photovoltaic (PV) solar panels. In the presence of dew, dust
cements to the surface, chemically and physically bonding to the
glass, exacerbating the cost of cleaning PV solar panels. To
reduce soiling rates and decrease cleaning expenses, anti-soiling
coatings are being developed. Calcium carbonate dust particles
are commonly observed as contaminants in many regions of the
world where limestone is found on the surface. This mineral is
partially soluble in water at neutral pH, and dissolves/reacts
rapidly at acidic pH. However, the interactions of CaCO3 with
anti-soiling coatings have not been reported under acidic
conditions. In this study, the anti-soiling properties of glass soiled
with CaCO3 were studied in the presence of dew and as a
function of pH.

Abstract

Soiling Principles

Anti-Soiling Mechanism 

Conclusion

Experiments were conducted on both un-treated glass (hydrophilic) and fluoropolymer coated glass (hydrophobic) with condensed water
vapor at neutral (pH = 7.4) or acidic (pH = 1.4) conditions in the presence of CaCO3 dust. Increasing acidity (lower pH) causes most of the
CaCO3 to dissolve. Upon drying, the dissolved compounds precipitate, forming a transparent film that allows most of the light to be
transmitted. In contrast, at higher pH (neutral water), the CaCO3 particles do not substantially dissolve. As a result, the solid particles on
the surface scatter light, reducing the amount of light transmitted through the glass. Under soiling conditions, the fluoropolymer coating
was found to increase transmittance over uncoated glass and was especially effective in acidic conditions.

Surface Type Condensation Evaporation

Hydrophilic 
(Bare Glass)

occurs film-wise 
where the glass 
surface gets 
covered by pools 
of water

• On hydrophilic surfaces, the triple contact line 
(TLC) is pinned due to a strong liquid-surface 
bonding, thus the water regions shrink vertically.  

• As the water pool evaporates, the dust within the 
water pool gets re-distributed and spreads over 
the entire wetted region.

Hydrophobic 
(Coated 
Glass)

occurs drop-
wise, polymer 
surface gets 
covered by an 
assortment of 
water droplets.

• A hydrophobic glass has a mobile TLC, yielding 
the high droplet mobility.

• This allows the droplets to shrink laterally during 
evaporation.

• As droplets contract, the TLC shrinks, and “herds” 
the trapped dust particles together into isolated 
piles, leaving a clean surface around

Experimental and Analytical Methods

Accelerated Soiling Apparatus
Before Placing Samples into Accelerated 
Soiling Chamber:
• Two test sample measuring 2” x 2.25” were 

selected
• Initial five images were taken with the digital 

microscope of the glass samples without dust. 
• The initial RSWT[%] found for both samples. 

In the Soiling Chamber:
• The samples were condensing dew for the 

first 2 minutes.
• After 2 minutes, 20 mg of CaCO3 test dust was 

dispersed for 30 seconds. 

After the Soiling Chamber:
• Both glass sample were taken out of the 

Soiling Chamber and were placed in the pH 
vapor chamber for 5 minutes.
• One (1) sample was in Phosphate buffer 

with pH 7.4.
• One (1) sample was in HCl with pH 1.4.

• After the samples were exposed to acidic 
vapors, they were dried for 10 minutes 

• The final RSWT[%] found for both samples. 
• The final five images were taken with the 

digital microscope of the glass samples. 

Accelerated Laboratory 
Soiling Process

Dew Accumulation

Dust Deposition

Exposure to Acid 
Vapors

Drying

70%RH; 10C

20 mg of CaCO3

test dust

5 min in pH 
Vapor Chamber

10 min of drying 
Approx. 60° C

3x

pH Vapor Chamber

Experimental Results

• The dependency of CaCO3 solubility is highly reliant on the pH of the
condensing water vapor. Experiments were conducted exposing dusted
un-treated (hydrophilic) and polymer treated (hydrophobic) surfaces
with simulated acidic water vapor (pH 1.4 - 7.4).

• Preliminary results have shown a soiling dependency on the pH of water
vapor, with positive correlation between acidity and decrease in direct
optical transmittance of the glass.

• This indicates that decrease in pH of environment better dissolved the
CaCO3 particles, which therefore recrystallized on the surface of the
samples forming a non-transparent film, thus blocking the light from
passing through the glass.

Image of Soiled Surfaces (Before and After Soiling) Representative Solar Weighted Transmittance of 
Glass Surfaces Soiled At Low and High pHpH = 1.4
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